Based upon his 36 years of legal and philanthropic experience, Mr. Rick Hughey will explore the trends and challenges in developing and maintaining healthy and mutually beneficial relationships between foundations and grant-seekers. Additionally, he will address funder independence vs. interdependence, reactivity vs. proactivity, payout requirements, and evaluation. Further, Mr. Hughey will highlight some contemporary concerns among nonprofits, and provide a brief overview of the Irving S. Gilmore Foundation's mission, priorities and practices.
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Mr. Hughey is the Executive Vice President/CEO of the Irving S. Gilmore Foundation, a position he has held since 2007. Having practiced law for eight years, he joined the Gilmore Foundation as its first program officer in 1995 and subsequently became its Vice President-Program. While serving in his programmatic capacities, Rick bolstered the Foundation’s grantmaking procedures, evaluative capabilities, proactive initiatives, and community relationships. As Executive VP and CEO, Rick is responsible for the overall direction of Foundation operations, including staff, administrative and programming activities.

Rick enjoys a special knack and passion for music. Drawn to music since early age, he has been a percussionist and drummer for over 50 years and performed with numerous groups and ensembles at myriad venues. Rick is also a member and co-creator of the RADIO KINGS, a radio theatre sound effects troupe, and has participated in ALL EARS RADIO THEATRE primarily as a sound effects artist.

A lifelong resident of Kalamazoo and graduate of Kalamazoo Central High School, Rick studied sociology at the University of Michigan, earning his bachelor’s degree with highest distinction. He obtained his Juris Doctorate (JD) degree from the University of Detroit and, while there, received the American Jurisprudence Award in Constitutional Law III.
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